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About Us 

Our campaign so far… 

Over the past 8 or 9 years, our gaming group has played 
Warhammer 40k, Necromunda, Mordheim, Warhammer and 
Inquisitor (in that order). We’ve come to the unanimous 
conclusion that Mordheim is the top of that list. We’ve 
played with many of the additional rules for some time now 
and for the past few months we’ve been playtesting the best 
ways of combining our favourite rules and settings into one 
campaign As we’ve said in the Introduction, we invented this 
for two major reasons; using as many of the new rules that 
are all over the specialist games site, and proving who the 
toughest warband is. The warbands competing in our 
campaign are the White Quill Merchants (Arabyan 
Merchants), the Scourge of the Northern Wastes (Skaven), 
the Everhunger (Undead ), the Exiles (Dwarves), the 
Remnants of Clan Vermis (Skaven), the Heralds of 
Redemption (Witch Hunters) and The Esoteric Order of the 
Scroll (Possessed)... 
The White Quill Merchants are an Arabyan Merchant 
warband (I use the rules for Marienburgers, its just I’ve 
converted the miniatures and am quite fond of them). Nur Al-
Din, the Sailor, is their hardy captain. He came to Mordheim 
with the Golden Crescent Caravan (my previous Arabyan 
Merchant warband that was retired when we started Heroes 
of Mordheim) with Al-Amin, the Reliable One, leading them. 
Nur Al-Din rose from just a hired warrior into the most 
powerful hero in the warband. However Al-Amin went back 
to Araby accompanied by his previous friends in coffins. He 
had plenty of wyrdstone however. He was hoping to use it to 
pay his way into the Arabyan nobility through a marriage to a 
princess. Nur Al-Din was disgusted and has taken over with 
an oath to regain their lost honour. 
They’ve had a Merchant accompany them since the 
beginning of the campaign, hoping to use his contacts to 
locate a magic carpet. Crazy Hakim has finally located one so 
they’ve made him redundant and hired Blades O’Grubb, an 
ogre swordsman With a halfling cookbook Nur Al-Din will 
be able to attract more men to his cause, and will surely take 
the Wards of Mordheim in glorious battle! 
The Scourge of the Northern Wastes was the first warband to 
control a territory, the Lustrian Museum in The Wizards’ 
Garden. Their leader, Skittich the Deadly, was inflicted with 
a mutation in the process. They’ve also managed to find the 
Sword of Rage as they carved through the dense foliage. 
Their great Rat Ogre that has been with them from the start 
has consistently struck fear into the enemies of The Scourge. 
The dark luck from a Monkey’s Paw they found in a long 
forgotten Tomb in the Underground has also added a distinct 
edge to their heroes. 
The Everhunger began in Mordheim, led by Saint Gilles’ 
fanatical desire to acquire a forbidden tome of magic. It has 
been hard for them at times, as they have had to sacrifice a 
lot, but finally he has used his knowledge of the streets to 
locate one. Already a formidable opponent, he now has 
access to powerful magic. Firuz the Accursed has used his 
Spell of Awakening to great effect, gaining the services of 
Skaven and Dwarven heroes who’ve fallen to the power of 
the Everhunger. After he fled from the Witch Hunters, many 
ghouls followed him, drawn to the trail of dead bodies that 

Saint Gilles left in his wake. Two of them have now gained 
favour and count amongst the heroes of the warband. Saint 
Gilles has also hired the services of Gorje, an ogre that 
collects the bones of his victims and enjoys the company of 
ghouls, so that The Everhunger is now a terrifying warband 
to behold. 
The Exiles have recently come up against The Everhunger 
and have had mixed results as they both struggle for control 
of The Rat Hunters. Not only have they lost Dayle, but 
Morgan, their expert crossbowman engineer was also killed, 
only to rise as zombies in the service of their enemies. 
However the fearless nature of the dwarves have prevailed on 
many occasions, enabling them to win any battle of attrition. 
This is how they’ve managed to control almost all of The Rat 
Hunters, even through staggering losses in some encounters. 
The Exiles have truly demonstrated the stubbornness of 
Dwarves to weather the storm of their enemies blows and still 
come out on top. 
The Remnants of Clan Vermis were originally enslaved to a 
rival warlord clan, but managed to escape due to the 
brilliance of their leader, Rask. A mysterious mentor from 
Clan Eshin now guides them back to the power they once 
held, through the accumulation of warpstone in Morheim (at 
least that’s what he tells Rask). With only daggers, save from 
Rask’s flail, the swarms of Skaven from Clan Vermis 
dominated the campaign early on. However, they have 
suffered many losses and their numbers have dropped 
without being replaced. With their major advantage lost to 
them, and with Quoncylle the Cunning, their viscous 
sorceror, dead, they are now struggling to maintain their hold 
in The Towers. 
The Heralds of Redemption have had a long struggle in The 
Underground, lost for a ridiculously long time. Their quiet 
leader, Jacob the Redeemer was killed by the vile Skaven, but 
since Nicolas the Preacher has taken the leadership they have 
found their way back to the surface. They didn’t have a drop 
of water to quench their thirst, and were being hounded by 
some monstrosity. However they still managed to defeat the 
White Quill Merchants and take the treasure from a hydra 
that the bowmen of the White Quills had killed. Upon 
reaching the Trolls Gut, they all ordered a cool ale, and 
Nicolas is making arrangements so that they can bring the 
light of Sigmar to the Wards of Mordheim (though he won’t 
be returning to The Underground anytime soon). 
The Esoteric Order of the Scroll is the newest warband to 
fight for possession of the Wards, and has a lot of catching up 
to do. Barzai the Scribe gave up his life in Altdorf many 
years ago. His master had ordered him to clear up some of 
his manuscripts when Barzai found the writings that would 
change his life and be the basis for his teachings. He then 
passed out. When Barzai’s dreams ended he didn’t know 
where he was, he only heard a terrifying voice in his 
head. In exchange for his services to the Shadow 
Lord, he would be rewarded with gifts and 
servants from the dark powers.  




